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The Role of Trust in Student Perceptions of  
University Sexual Assault Policies and Services

Abstract
Many post-secondary institutions are developing policies and programs aimed at improving responses to sexual assault 
experienced by students. In some areas, such as Ontario, Canada, the government has mandated post-secondary institu-
ǁŧƐƇƹ ǁƐ ŃƐ ƹƐɲ eƐǡňǠňƳ ƹŧŞƇŧȃĽĠƇǁ ǁŤňƹň ŧƇŧǁŧĠǁŧǠňƹɳ ǁŤňǧ ĠƳň Ƶ
engage with, the university following sexual violence. This study explores students’ perceptions of sexual assault policies and 
ƹňƳǠŧĽňƹ ƐƇ ƐƇň ƆŧŃʍƹŧǰň ǆƇŧǠňƳƹŧǁǧ ĽĠƆưǆƹ ŝƐĽǆƹŧƇŞ ƹưňĽŧȃĽĠſſǧ ƐƇ ŤƐǡ ǁƳǆƹǁ ŝĠĽǁƐƳƹ ŧƇǁƐ ƳňưƐƳǁŧƇŞ ƹňǦǆĠſ ǠŧĽǁŧƆŧǰĠǁŧƐƇ ĠƇŃ
using services. Findings show that students believe that sexual assault policies and programs exist, but this does not mean 
students are willing to use such resources or that they even trust that their university has students’ needs and interests at the 
fore. This paper discusses policy and programmatic considerations for building student trust in their post-secondary institu-
tions to encourage student use of campus support. 
Keywords: sexual assault policies, student trust, institutional betrayal, sexual violence, university policy, violence prevention

Résumé
Beaucoup d’établissements postsecondaires conçoivent des politiques et programmes visant l’amélioration de leur réponse 
aux agressions sexuelles vécues par les étudiants. Dans certains lieux, comme en Ontario, au Canada, le gouvernement 
a obligé les établissements postsecondaires à le faire. Quelle que soit l’importance des initiatives, elles impliquent que les 
ŉǁǆŃŧĠƇǁƹ ƐƇǁ ĽƐƇȃĠƇĽň ňƇ ſʠǆƇŧǠňƳƹŧǁŉ ňǁ Ʋǆʠŧſƹ ǠňǆſňƇǁ ƹʠňƇŞĠŞňƳ ĠǠňĽ ňſſň ĠưƳŖƹ ĠǠƐŧƳ ƹǆļŧ Ńň ſĠ ǠŧƐſňƇĽň ƹňǦǆňſſňɲ =ňǁǁň
étude examine les perceptions, parmi les étudiants du campus d’une université de taille moyenne, quant à la politique et aux 
ƹňƳǠŧĽňƹ ňƇ ƆĠǁŧŖƳň Ńň ǠŧƐſňƇĽň ƹňǦǆňſſňɲ Iſſň ƹň ĽƐƇĽňƇǁƳň ƹưŉĽŧȃƲǆňƆňƇǁ ƹǆƳ ſň ƳƔſň Ńň ſĠ ĽƐƇȃĠƇĽň ŃĠƇƹ ſň ƹŧŞƇĠſňƆňƇǁ
de la violence sexuelle et dans l’utilisation des services. La conclusion est que les étudiants croient que des politiques et des 
ưƳƐŞƳĠƆƆňƹ ňƇ ƆĠǁŧŖƳň ŃʠĠŞƳňƹƹŧƐƇ ƹňǦǆňſſň ňǦŧƹǁňƇǁɳ ƆĠŧƹ Ʋǆň ĽňſĠ Ƈň Ǡňǆǁ ưĠƹ ŃŧƳň Ʋǆʠŧſƹ ƹƐƇǁ ưƳŌǁƹ Ĳ ǆǁŧſŧƹňƳ Ľňƹ ƳňƹƹƐǆƳĽ-
ňƹ Ɛǆ ƆŌƆň Ʋǆʠŧſƹ ƐƇǁ ĽƐƇȃĠƇĽň Ʋǆň ſňǆƳ ǆƇŧǠňƳƹŧǁŉ Ɔňǁ ſňƹ ļňƹƐŧƇƹ ňǁ ſňƹ ŧƇǁŉƳŌǁƹ Ńňƹ ŉǁǆŃŧĠƇǁƹ Ġǆ ưƳňƆŧňƳ ưſĠƇɲ =ňǁǁň ŉǁǆŃň
ĠļƐƳŃň ſĠ ưƐſŧǁŧƲǆň ňǁ ſňƹ ĽƐƇƹŧŃŉƳĠǁŧƐƇƹ ưƳĠŞƆĠǁŧƲǆňƹ ưƐǆƳ ſʠĠƆŉſŧƐƳĠǁŧƐƇ Ńň ſĠ ĽƐƇȃĠƇĽň Ńňƹ ŉǁǆŃŧĠƇǁƹ ŃĠƇƹ ſňǆƳ ŉǁĠļſŧƹƹň-
ƆňƇǁ ưƐƹǁƹňĽƐƇŃĠŧƳň ĠȃƇ ŃʠňƇĽƐǆƳĠŞňƳ ſň ƳňĽƐǆƳƹ Ĳ ſʠĠƹƹŧƹǁĠƇĽň Ńǆ ĽĠƆưǆƹ ưĠƳƆŧ ſňƹ ŉǁǆŃŧĠƇǁƹɲ
Mots-clés : ưƐſŧǁŧƲǆňƹ ŃʠĠŞƳňƹƹŧƐƇ ƹňǦǆňſſňɳ ĽƐƇȃĠƇĽň Ńňƹ ŉǁǆŃŧĠƇǁƹɳ ǁƳĠŤŧƹƐƇ ŧƇƹǁŧǁǆǁŧƐƇƇňſſňɳ ǠŧƐſňƇĽň ƹňǦǆňſſňɳ ưƐſŧǁŧƲǆň ǆƇŧ-
versitaire, prévention de la violence

Introduction
Universities are a unique context to examine the issue 
of sexual violence. One reason is the paradox behind 
the image of the university as a safe space for students, 
and the reality that women in post-secondary institutions 
are at greater risk for sexual assault than women in the 
general population (Fisher et al., 2000). For many stu-
dents, the university experience is closely associated 

with substance consumption, riskier sexual and dating 
behaviour, and partying (Armstrong et al., 2006; Frank-
lin, 2010), as well as organized social groups (Armstrong 
et al., 2006). This common university experience is prob-
lematic when we consider that most sexual assaults take 
place at a party (Krebs et al., 2007), after social events, 
or on dates (Walsh et al., 2010). Research also suggests 
that some policies and/or practices in place in colleges 
and universities, seemingly to protect students, heighten 
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sexual danger. For instance, bans on alcohol within resi-
dences, quiet times, and restrictions on type of social ac-
tivities that can occur on campus, may lead to increased 
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Institutional Betrayal
Sexual assault continues to be one of the least report-
ed crimes. In Canada, for every 100 sexual assaults, 
less than 1 per cent of accused are actually convicted 
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created sexual violence policies as well as practices, 
procedures, and supports for victims, and awareness 
campaigns for the institution at large. The university 
purports itself as a safe space, a space of trust, yet do 
students experience it this way? That very few victims 
of sexual violence disclose or report their experiences 
to their institutions is telling, particularly in light of a re-
cent news media report that “Canadian universities are 
failing students on sexual assault” (Schwartz, 2018). In-
stitutional betrayal provides the theoretical starting point 
to understand the lack of reporting by students who have 
been sexually victimized.

Literature Review

Barriers to Reporting 
Researchers posit several explanations for sexual as-
sault survivors deciding not to report their victimization, 
particularly as it relates to college and university-aged 
women. The main barriers to reporting include: “(1) 
shame, guilt, embarrassment, not wanting friends and 
ŝĠƆŧſǧ ǁƐ żƇƐǡɵ ʇȍʈ ĽƐƇĽňƳƇƹ ĠļƐǆǁ ĽƐƇȃŃňƇǁŧĠſŧǁǧɵ ĠƇŃ
(3) fear of not being believed” (Sable et al., 2006, p. 
157). In addition to not reporting due to the personal 
and potentially embarrassing nature of the crime (Samp-
son, 2002), since acts of sexual violence may not have 
resulted in visible physical injuries, victims may not 
characterize these as “true” sexual assault or rape, and 
therefore do not report (Fisher et al., 2003; Gross et al., 
2006; Sampson, 2002; Ward et al., 1991). Many wom-
en also refrain from reporting because they do not think 
the incident was serious enough (Fisher et al., 2003). 
This is especially true if the victim knew the perpetrator 
(Gross et al., 2006; Sampson, 2002; Ward et al., 1991). 
Moreover, knowing the perpetrator can cause victims to 
not disclose for fear of reprisal from both the perpetrator 
and their friends (Sampson, 2002). Disclosure decisions 
ĽĠƇ ƳňȄňĽǁ Ġ ƳĠǁŧƐƇĠſ ĠƹƹňƹƹƆňƇǁ ǁƐ ƇƐǁ ǁǆƳƇ ŧƇ ŝňſſƐǡ
students, which may result in negative consequences 
for their peer groups but little or no action by the justice 
system (Fisher et al., 2003). Victims also fail to report 
because of the social stigma attached to this form of vic-
timization (Fisher et al., 2003; Sampson, 2002) and fear 
of being blamed (Fisher et al., 2003).

Certain policies put in place to protect students and 

campus space may have the unintended consequence 
of discouraging reporting. For instance, some victims of 
sexual assault may believe that the costs of reporting 
(e.g., getting in trouble for drinking alcohol) outweigh 
ĠƇǧ ưƐƹƹŧļſň ļňƇňȃǁƹ ʇÓǆƹƹňſſɳ ȌȔȓȍʈɲ ÙŧƇĽň ǁŤň ƆĠŸƐƳŧǁǧ
of campus sexual assaults involve drinking and/or sub-
stance use by the victim, those who are assaulted while 
incapacitated may not only fear they will be blamed for 
their victimization, but that they may also end up receiv-
ŧƇŞ ƹĠƇĽǁŧƐƇƹ ŧŝ ǁŤňǧ ƳňưƐƳǁ ǁŤň ŧƇĽŧŃňƇǁ ǁƐ ǆƇŧǠňƳƹŧǁǧ Ɛȁ-
cials (Karjane et al., 2005; Ward et al., 1991). 

�£�u�ˆ�{�ƒ���â�I����� �R�I�Å���
�I�ÿ�
���)�I�����ˆ�ƒ�&�R�u�)�ƒ�)�
�{���â�I����
Crime Reporting
Underscoring the barriers to sexual assault reporting is 
the issue of trust. Trust per se, however, is not a central 
focus of previous research on sexual assault reporting 
and disclosure practices among post-secondary stu-
dents. Research instead typically emphasizes the in-
ȄǆňƇĽň Ɛŝ ưňƳƹƐƇĠſ ŝĠĽǁƐƳƹ ʇňɲŞɲɳ ÐáÙCɳ ưƹǧĽŤƐſƐŞŧĽĠſ
characteristics, gender, race) and factors related to the 
nature of victimization (e.g., relationship to the victim, 
presence of alcohol, if there was physical injury). There 
is less explicit consideration of factors related to the in-
stitution, such as general trust in the institution itself.

There is, however, indication that trust is a relevant 
factor. First, most survivors of sexual violence report 
their victimization to somebody, just not law enforcement 
or those in authority. Friends and health professionals 
are two groups that victims of sexual violence are like-
ſǧ ǁƐ ŃŧƹĽſƐƹň ǁƐ ʇ]ŧƹŤňƳ ňǁ Ġſɲɳ ȍȋȋȎɵ Ùǆǰǆżŧ ˴ <ƐƇƇňƳɳ
2017). This suggests that victims have more trust in the 
response from those sources than institutional ones. 
Second, as previously noted, victims cite fear of not be-
ing believed or of being blamed as reasons for not re-
porting victimization or accessing services (Fisher et al., 
2003; Walsh et al., 2010). Third, among studies that do 
consider institutional factors, there is indication the indi-
viduals are more likely to report when they trust the adju-
dication process and have a favourable attitude to those 
taking the report (Amar et al., 2014; Fisher et al., 2003; 
Karjane et al., 2005; Strout et al., 2014). Fourth, research 
ƐƇ ǁŤň ƳňưƐƳǁŧƇŞ Ɛŝ ƇƐƇʍƹňǦǆĠſ ǠŧƐſňƇĽň ƐƇ ĽĠƆưǆƹ ȃƇŃƹ
that students with more trust in the university response 
system (e.g., campus police, administrators) and those 
with a closer connection to the campus are more likely to 
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report potential threats (Sulkowski, 2011).
Related research on reporting sexual violence to the 

police similarly points to the importance of trust. For ex-
ĠƆưſňɳ ƹǁǆŃŧňƹ ȃƇŃ ǁŤĠǁ ǁŤƐƹň ǡŤƐ ǁƳǆƹǁ ǁŤň ưƐſŧĽň ĠƳň
more likely to report, and that women with past victimiza-
tion experience are the least likely to report, suggesting 
that negative past experiences have impacted their trust 
in the process (Orchowski et al., 2009) 

Trust in authorities is relevant for understanding the 
underreporting of sexual victimization on campus, giv-
en that young adults hold less favourable views towards 
the police, resulting in decreased satisfaction in the po-
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sexual assault and harassment policies and programs, 
whether they would report sexual assault or harassment 
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University Policies
While the majority of women interviewed were unaware 
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��`)�I�� University-Provided Services/Resources

We asked survey participants to explain their responses about which resources they would or would not use. Six-ty-eight of the 250 women who participated in the online survey provided a response to this question. In addition, a thematic analysis of these responses revealed that �Î`Ð���R`����ƒ��Î`Ò���£�R`H`
�I���)�I�ƒ�
�u`¢`)�
�£�
�����A�â`ÿ�>�
�����ƒ�u�ˆ�{`ƒ���R`u���ÿ�R`I�Å-dence in university-provided resources. Although we ���)�����I�R`ƒ���â`{`>���ƒ��)�I�ƒ�
�u`¢`)�
�£�
�
�{���ƒ�R���)���
�I�ƒ�)���©���£��{`r`
�ÿ�)�Å�ÿ��services they hypothetically would or would not use and why in the interviews, participants spoke to the universi- ty resources they thought they would not seek out. One woman indicated that—in particular—she does not trust campus security. She said: 
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er, you want to feel safe with them but maybe they will 
abuse you or like, rape you or something.

This lack of trust in the university’s abilities to handle 
sexual assault and harassment is also evident in another 
woman’s recommendation for police involvement when 
assault is reported. 

I think it should be dealt with internally and with the 
help of the police services…Again, situational, but if 
like a student didn’t report it and they [the universi-
ty] found [out]—they got knowledge of it they should 
deal with it within their policies. But then if there 
ƇňňŃƹ ǁƐ ļň ĠƇǧ ſňŞĠſ ƳĠƆŧȃĽĠǁŧƐƇƹ ǁŤňƇ h ǁŤŧƇż ǁŤň
police should be brought in…depending on what’s 
going on, what happened, who the victim was, who 
the assailant was, were they a student, just things to 
consider within–like whether that’s within their scope 
or if it needs to be brought to bigger peoples to get 
involved…I think for sure the police…police is [the] 
main thing…I don’t think they’re [the university] going 
to do a whole lot [emphasis added]… I think anything, 
even harassment, I would think if it—if it was like just 
one comment then it’s kind of the school could prob-
ably deal with that, but if it’s continuous comments, 
they were told to stop, the school might have to bring 
it to higher authorities to deal with it, but anything be-
yond multiple comments like unconsented touching, 
anything like that, that should be the police.

ÙŧƆŧſĠƳſǧɳ Ġ ƹǁǆŃňƇǁ ňĽŤƐňŃ ǁŤŧƹ ſĠĽż Ɛŝ ĽƐƇȃŃňƇĽňɳ ƹǁĠǁ-
ing: “I don’t feel that school services will help, I think go-
ing straight to the police would be better.”

Another student explained that her experiences with 
ĽĠƆưǆƹ ƆňƇǁĠſ ŤňĠſǁŤ ƹňƳǠŧĽňƹ ſňŃ ǁƐ ŤňƳ ſĠĽż Ɛŝ ĽƐƇȃ-
dence in this particular service’s ability to provide care 
to victims. 

I’ve talked to counsellors before—at the line up to get 
in, it's crazy the amount of paperwork you have to go 
through. �K�ƒ�����R�
�{�I�b�ƒ�����
�
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ume [emphasis added] of kids and too many varying 
problems, you know, that the mental things that come 
with having sexual assault and sexual harassment 
should be taken care of separately from the kids that 
are having problems at school, from the kids that are 

ŤĠǠŧƇŞ ưƳƐļſňƆƹ ǡŧǁŤ ňĠǁŧƇŞɶǧƐǆ żƇƐǡɳ ŃŧȀňƳňƇǁ
therapists for all these kids. It’s just not set up well…
Just not having enough people in general. Students 
know that so they don’t report anything. They don’t 
want to go talk because it just takes too long and I 
think they're overworked and they stare at you like 
they don't really care [emphasis added]. They don't 
have time, right… And having to walk in every day, 
there’s a stigma around it. It’s like a walk of shame 
almost having to constantly repeat and repeat and 
repeat exactly what happened over and over again, 
I think it becomes quite tedious and just not worth it 
because what is the results, right?

Previous negative experiences informed another stu-
dent’s lack of trust in campus services:

I have had some negative personal experiences with 
the SA [Student Association] and mental health ser-
vices at campus health. Therefore, I would not choose 
to use these services again.

One woman also indicated that she does not trust that 
the university would have the best interests of victims in 
mind. She explained:

I don’t think that there’s any consequences really. Like 
obviously again there would be in an extreme case, 
but I mean the violation you have to go through to 
get your case heard is just absurd…And I’ve been 
through the process with a friend of mine…So it’s 
like there wasn’t any real support and I mean you see 
that all over the place. You see even with the incident 
at like the University of Ottawa with like the men’s 
ŤƐĽżňǧ ǁňĠƆɲ }ŧżňɳ ǁŤňǧ ſŧżň ǁƐ ŤǆƹŤ ǁŤĠǁ żŧƇŃ Ɛŝ ƹǁǆȀ
up. Like the university, the police even said—they’re 
like… this isn’t really a big enough deal to take to any-
body. Like the university wouldn’t. They’re like, what 
would they do?... We’ve got a pretty strong social jus-
tice course so I’d like to think that maybe they’d be 
good about it, but at the same time universities don’t 
like negative publicity [emphasis added] and you see 
it with the Dalhousie case with the dental group. The 
victims were—like, you’re ruining their—like we’re not 
going to publish them. They didn’t even expel them, 
right? Because that could ruin somebody’s future…
Yeah. I think a lot of time the victim gets told to be qui-
et… It’s [the university] a business [emphasis added]. 
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I mean people donate money to it, right? It’s a public 
image thing. Who wants [university name] rape victim 
like splayed across national headlines, right?...I think 
ǁŤĠǁʠƹ ƳňſĠǁňŃ ǁƐ ŧǁ ŞňǁǁŧƇŞ ǡƳƐǁň ƐȀɲ

A survey participant similarly voiced a lack of trust that 
the university would prioritize students over their reputa-
tion. She stated:

I would look towards community/law enforcement as-
sistance before campus. I do not trust that campus 
administration would take me as seriously as commu-
nity or law enforcement, as [the] campus has a repu-
tation stake to consider [emphasis added].

This lack of trust in the university prioritizing victims is 
also evident in one woman’s call for universities to better 
support victims and for an advocate or counsellor to be 
present when a victim is reporting. Recommending an 
advocate or counsellor be present suggests that this stu-
dent thinks that victims need someone to advocate for 
them when interacting with the university; the university 
will not be their advocate. She said:

I think we need to make a process where not assum-
ing guilt, but believing that what the victim is saying 
is like their truth, you know what I mean? There needs 
to be more support and I think—I’m not sure how 
the—how it goes now when you report a thing, but 
I think there should always be a counsellor present, 
like someone to kind of—like there should be a coun-
sellor or an advocate for the victim to make sure that 
they don’t get ... Like the big thing is like, people trap 
you. Like they’ll—if you make one mistake in a story 
from one telling to the next they like to trap you and 
say that like oh, well, they lied, they must have lied 
about everything, whereas like, victim recall is bad, 
right? It’s always bad. And so it’s one of those things 
where I think that like, bringing in an advocate for 
them to like, help them, right, and to make sure that 
they’re not just bullied into dropping the charges. And 
as much as universities like, aren’t supposed to—
wouldn’t—you’d like to think they would never want 
you to be quiet about it, like someone to ensure that 
they’re not just getting, you know, hushed up about 
the incident

For some students, their lack of trust in the university 
ŧƹ ŸǆƹǁŧȃňŃ ļĠƹňŃ ƐƇ ưĠƹǁ ňǦưňƳŧňƇĽňƹɲ °Ƈň ưĠƳǁŧĽŧưĠƇǁ

reported that the university responded with concern for 
ǁŤň ƐȀňƇŃňƳ ǡŤňƇ ƹŤň ƳňưƐƳǁňŃ ĠƇ ŧƇĽŧŃňƇǁɴ

[The person she contacted] told me to think about the 
ĽƐƇƹňƲǆňƇĽňƹ ŝƐƳ ǁŤň ƐȀňƇŃňƳɳ ĠƇŃ ŤƐǡ ǡŤĠǁ ŤĠư-
pened wasn't important enough for them to get in the 
kind of trouble that they would.

 ƇƐǁŤňƳ ưĠƳǁŧĽŧưĠƇǁ ƹưňĽŧȃňŃ ǁŤĠǁ ŤňƳ ňǦưňƳŧňƇĽňƹ ĠŝǁňƳ
reporting did not demonstrate the university services’ 
ability to adequately support victims. She said:

[The person she contacted] tried and continues to try 
ĽƐƇǠŧƇĽň ǧƐǆ ǁƐ ļň ŤĠưưǧɳ ƹƆŧſňɳ ĽŤňňƳ ǆưɲ h ȃƇŃ ǁŤŧƹ
is like telling someone with a bad headache to just 
stop having a headache; it doesn’t work like that. It 
ĠȀňĽǁƹ ňǠňƳǧǁŤŧƇŞ ǧƐǆ ŃƐɲɲɲ ĽĠƇƇƐǁ ƹǁǆŃǧɳ ĽĠƇƇƐǁ ŞƐ
out, don't want to get changed, and just want to sleep 
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order to build trust. Campuses are communities unto 
themselves. By fostering and maintaining these relation-
ships, students may not only feel safer in this commu-
nity, but may also develop trust in university disclosure 
and adjudication processes, as well as in the services 
ǁŤňǧ ƐȀňƳɲ áŤň ŧƆưſňƆňƇǁĠǁŧƐƇ Ɛŝ ĽƐƐƳŃŧƇĠǁňŃ ĠƇŃ ŤƐſŧƹ-
tic responses, such as Sexual Assault Response Teams 
(SART) (Nugent-Borakove et al., 2006), may also serve 
to cultivate trust in students. SARTs draw from law en-
forcement/security, healthcare, women’s centres, vic-
tims’ advocates, counselling, and legal aid with the goal 
of increasing reporting, assisting sexual assault victims 
with recovery through support, and facilitating commu-
nication between all parties involved in the disclosure, 
investigation, and adjudication of the assault through to 
ʇŧŝ ŃňƹŧƳňŃʈ ǁŤň ĽƳŧƆŧƇĠſ ŸǆƹǁŧĽň ƹǧƹǁňƆɲ ÐƳňſŧƆŧƇĠƳǧ ȃƇŃ-
ings evaluating such initiatives are positive, suggesting 
ǁŤĠǁ ǁŤňǧ ƹňƳǠň ǁƐ ŧƇƹǁŧſſ ĽƐƇȃŃňƇĽň ŧƇ ưƐſŧĽňɳ ŧƇĽƳňĠƹň Ƴň-
porting, and establish a track-record of successful assis-
tance and support (Nugent-Borakove et al., 2006). While 
some communities are starting to use such formalized 
and coordinated team responses in collaboration with 
local police services, implementing similar coordinated 
response teams on campus merits some consideration 
and future study.

An important consideration is that colleges and uni-
versities also need to be seen as deserving of trust, and 
not to automatically assume institutional trust exists. If 
ƹǁǆŃňƇǁƹ ļňſŧňǠňɳ Ġƹ ƐǆƳ ȃƇŃŧƇŞƹ ƹǆŞŞňƹǁɳ ǁŤĠǁ ĠƇ ŧƇƹǁŧǁǆ-
tion’s reputation will be prioritized over student concerns, 
ǁƳǆƹǁ ǡŧſſ ƇƐǁ ňǦŧƹǁɲ  ưƐſŧĽǧ ĽƐƇƹŧŃňƳĠǁŧƐƇ ƐȀňƳňŃ ŤňƳň ǁƐ
campus administrators is to grant immunity to victims of 
sexual assault. Student codes of conduct are common 
for colleges and universities, and can cover myriad be-
haviours, including prohibitions against alcohol use in 
campus residences. Depending on the conduct policy, 
ĽŤĠƳŞňƹ ĽĠƇ ļň ȃſňŃ ĠŞĠŧƇƹǁ ƹǁǆŃňƇǁƹ ŝƐƳ ƆŧƹĽƐƇŃǆĽǁɳ
ňǠňƇ ŧŝ ǁŤŧƹ ƆŧƹĽƐƇŃǆĽǁ ƐĽĽǆƳƳňŃ ƐȀ ĽĠƆưǆƹɳ Ġƹ ſƐƇŞ Ġƹ
they were representing themselves as current students. 
Sanctions range from warnings or probation to expulsion 
from the post-secondary institution. Victims, especially 
those who have engaged in (underage) drinking may 
not come forward and report to campus security for fear 
of punishment. Information concerning this immunity 
ƹŤƐǆſŃ ļň ĽſňĠƳ ŧƇ ƐȁĽŧĠſ ƹňǦǆĠſ ǠŧƐſňƇĽň ưƐſŧĽŧňƹɲ °ȀňƳ-
ing this immunity to judicial charges to victims of crimes 
may improve students’ institutional trust. Post-second-

ary institutions, in addition to improving institutional 
responses to sexual violence, must also seek to demon-
strate integrity in those responses to ensure that victims 
ŤĠǠň ƆƐƳň ňȀňĽǁŧǠň ƆƐŃňƹ Ɛŝ ƳňưƐƳǁŧƇŞ ǁŤĠǁ ǡŧſſ ƹňƳǠň ǁƐ
truly enhance campus safety for all students.
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